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This paper presents a systematical study of electroviscous effects in nanofluidic channels using a
triple layer model and a numerical framework. A chemical dissociation layer is introduced at
solid-liquid interfaces to bridge the surface charge condition with the local properties of both solid
surfaces and the ionic liquid. The electrokinetic transport in the electrical double layers is modeled
by a lattice Poisson–Boltzmann method. The results indicate that there is an ionic concentration
leading to the maximum electroviscosity for a given channel height, pH value, and environmental
temperature. For a very high ionic concentration, a smaller channel height leads to a higher
electroviscosity. When the bulk concentration reduces from 10−3M to 10−6M, there is a critical
channel height that maximizes the electroviscosity for a given ionic concentration, and the critical
height increases with the decreasing ionic concentration. The electroviscosity increases with the pH
of electrolyte solutions and is nearly proportional to the environmental temperature. The present
study may help to improve the understanding of electrokinetic transport in nanofluidic channels.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3290814�

I. INTRODUCTION

When an electrolyte solution contacts with a solid sur-
face, the surface will generally be charged through an elec-
trochemical adsorption process.1,2 A net countercharge distri-
bution therefore forms in the solution near charged surfaces,
which is referred as the electric double layer �EDL�.3,4 As a
result, a pressure-driven flow of an electrolyte solution in a
narrow channel will cause a streaming potential opposite to
the flow direction and reduce the flow rate.5,6 Understanding
of such effect, which is often referred as the electroviscous
effect,3,7 will help in the new designs and optimization of
microfluidics and nanofluidics.

The electroviscous effects in narrow channels have been
of interest for a long time. Elton8 might be the first one who
examined the electrical resistance to the ionic liquid flow in
narrow channels. Since then the electroviscous effects in ho-
mogeneously charged microchannels have been investigated
analytically9 and numerically.5,10,11 Ren et al.12,13 measured
the electroviscous effects of various electrolyte solutions on
the flow resistance in microchannels and obtained good
agreements with their numerical predictions. Furthermore
Xuan presented a theoretical analysis of electroviscous effect
on pressure-driven flow in heterogeneously charged
microchannels.14 Recently, the electroviscous effects in
nanoscale channels have been of increasing interest because
of various important applications15,16 and have been modeled
using the continuum model17 and the atomistic
simulations.18,19 However it is still a major challenge to pre-

dict the electrokinetic transport in channels using the first
principle methods for a full range of ionic concentrations.

As well known, the correct prediction and understanding
of electrokinetic transport in microfluidics and nanofluidics
depend on the appropriate treatment of the charge boundary
conditions at interfaces.3,20 Most of the previous theoretical
and numerical studies on electroviscous effects used a con-
stant zeta potential5,9,14,15 or surface charge density11,19,21 at
solid surfaces as the electrical boundary condition. However,
the surface charge at the solid-liquid interface caused by the
chemical adsorption varies actually with both the solid and
the liquid properties, such as the surface chargeable site of
solid and the ionic concentration and pH of liquid. Ren et al.
measured the zeta potentials on the wall surfaces of micro-
channels, which changed significantly with the ionic concen-
tration, provided the experimental data to their numerical
framework, and therefore obtained satisfactory
predictions.12,13 This scheme has seldom been extended to
nanoscale since the zeta potential on surfaces of nanochan-
nels is hardly measurable. Huang and Yang employed a
chemical equilibrium model to determine the surface charge
conditions and then investigated the electroviscosity varying
with ionic concentration and channel height using a one-
dimensional simplified model in nanochannels.17

In this contribution, we are aiming to study the electro-
viscous effects in nanofluidic channels systematically using a
new theoretical and numerical framework. In the following
sections, the mathematical formulations of a triple layer
model at the solid-liquid interfaces are first introduced, based
on which a numerical framework is developed. The frame-
work is used to predict the electroviscous effects in
nanochannels, varying with various environmental condi-
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tions. The predictions will improve our understanding of
electrokinetic transport in nanofluidic channels.

II. MATHEMATICS FOR THE TRIPLE LAYER MODEL

Generally the electrokinetic transport in microfluidics is
described by a double layer model,3 and the surface charge
condition is available from the experimental data. However
in nanofluidics, the electrical boundary condition on surfaces
is hardly measurable because of space limitation. In this
work, we introduce a chemical dissociation layer at solid-
liquid interfaces to bridge the surface charge condition with
the local properties of both solid surfaces and the ionic liq-
uid. We term the chemical dissociation layer on surfaces to-
gether with the electrical double layer in fluid as the electri-
cal triple layer.

A. Chemical dissociation layer at interfaces

The boundary conditions are critical to modeling electro-
kinetic phenomena in nanofluidics. For the electrostatic
boundary condition, in this work we adopt the basic Stern
�BS� model developed by Behrens and Grier22 in which the
solid surfaces acquire charges in contact with water by the
chemical dissociation of alcohol groups on the surfaces,23

S – OH ↔ S – O− + H+, �1�

where S represents the solid molecules. The chemical equi-
librium of the dissociation leads to the zeta potential ��� on
the interface expressed as a function of the surface charge
density ���,22

���� =
kT

e
ln

− �

e� + �
− �pH − pK�

kT ln 10

e
−

�

C
, �2�

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute tempera-
ture, e the absolute value of proton charge, � the surface
density of chargeable sites, pK the logarithmic dissociation
constant, and C the Stern layer’s phenomenological capacity.
Equation �2� reflects the chemical nature of the solid-water
interface and its charging process; however the BS model
has some limitations: �i� unsuitable for extremely acidic so-
lutions since the protonation of doubly coordinated groups is
not taken into account and �ii� unsuitable for high-salt-
concentration solutions since only the solid-water interaction
is considered in this simple model.

For the flat surfaces of a channel, the surface charge
density is approximated using the Grahame equation,24

���� = �2�r�0kT��
i

nb,i�exp�−
ezi�

kT
	 − 1
	1/2

. �3�

Especially for the monovalent electrolyte, when it flows
in nanochannels with interacting double layers, Eq. �3� has a
simplified form as25

���� =
�r�0kT�

e
�2 cosh� e�

kT
	 − 2 cosh� e�m

kT
	
1/2

, �4�

where �r�0 denotes the permittivity of the solution, nb de-
notes the bulk ionic concentration, z denotes the valence of
ion, �m denotes the electrical potential at the middle of the

channel, and �−1 denotes the Debye screening length given
by �=�2z2e2nb /�r�0kT. Solving coupled Eqs. �2� and �4�
yields the electrostatic boundary conditions at the solid-
liquid interfaces of channels without any double layer inter-
actions, which have been validated by comparisons with the
experimental data.26

B. Electrokinetics in the EDLs

Consider the electrokinetic transport process in nano-
fluidic channels. The mathematical models in this work are
based on the following assumptions: �i� the system is in
chemical and dynamic equilibrium, �ii� the transport process
is in steady state, �iii� the channel height is much larger than
the solvent molecular size, �iv� the ions in the Stern layer are
attached on the surfaces and have no contribution to the bulk
ionic current, �v� the flow in the nanochannel is very slow so
that the ion convection effect is negligible, �vi� the bulk ionic
concentration is not too high ��1M� or not too low �the
Debye length is smaller than ten times the channel width�
and the channel height is larger than ten times of the solvent
molecular diameter so that the Poisson–Boltzmann �PB�
model is still applicable,27,28 and �vii� no other chemical re-
actions occur at surfaces except the dissociation of alcohol
groups. Under these assumptions, the governing equations
for the electrokinetic transport in a straight nanofluidic chan-
nel for a monovalent electrolyte solution are as follows:2

�2� =
2enb

�r�0
sinh� e�

kT
	 , �5�

�e = − 2enb sinh� e�

kT
	 , �6�

� · u = 0, �7�

�u · �u = − �p + 	�2u + �eE , �8�

where � denotes the static electric potential, u denotes the
fluid velocity, � denotes the fluid density, p denotes the pres-
sure, 	 denotes the viscosity, �e denotes the charge density,
and E denotes the electric field strength. The electric field
strength �E� can be either the external electric field strength
�Eext� for electro-osmotic flows or the streaming induced
electric field strength �Estr� for pressure-driven flows, which
is often referred as the cause of the electroviscosity.3,29

When the flow is driven by a pressure gradient, a stream-
ing potential is established because of the ion transport. The
streaming electric field is always opposite to the flow direc-
tion and hence diminishes the net flow in the channel. This
phenomenon is commonly referred as the electroviscous ef-
fect since the liquid appears to be of higher viscosity near the
surfaces.3 This induced streaming potential can be deter-
mined through the balance between the streaming current
and the electrical conduction current at steady state, i.e.,

Is + Ic = 0, �9�

where Is is the streaming current and Ic the conduction cur-
rent. The streaming current, defined as the transport of the
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net charge with the liquid flow in the double layer, can be
calculated by12

Is = �
0

h

�eudA , �10�

where h is the channel height and A is the cross section area
of the channel. The conduction current, defined as the trans-
port of the excess charge driven by the electrokinetic poten-
tial in the double layer, is estimated by6,12

Ic = Estr�Ac
0 + Ps
s� , �11�

where 
0 is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, 
s is the
specific surface conductivity, Ac is the effective area of the
channel’s cross section for the bulk conduction current,
which can be simplified as the cross section area �A� when
the double layer thickness is comparable to the channel
height in nanochannels,30 and Ps is the wetting parameter of
the channel, which is simplified as the perimeter of the cross
section.6,12 Therefore the streaming induced electric field
strength in nanofluidic channels with a high width-to-height
aspect is calculated by

Estr = −
�0

h�eudA

�
0 + 2
s/h�A
. �12�

C. Double layer interaction effect

However, when the Debye length is comparable to the
channel height, a traditional “bulk” ionic concentration does
not even exist. The local electroneutrality may be never ob-
tained at the middle of channel for these cases. People have
found the counterion enrichment when the EDL overlap oc-
curs in the nanochannels.27,31 A few methods have been pro-
posed to determine the effective bulk ionic concentration in
nanochannels.17,32 A reasonable determination for the effec-
tive bulk ionic concentration with double layer interactions
in nanochannels requires �i� to reflect the dominating ions
effects on transport and �ii� to transform to the traditional
bulk concentration automatically when the double layer in-
teraction vanishes. Based on these requirements, we present
a new enrichment coefficient, �, to calculate the effective
bulk ionic concentration in this work, which is defined as

� = n+,m/n�, �13�

where n+,m represents the counterion concentration at the
middle of the channel. The effective bulk ionic concentration
is then modified as

nb = �n�. �14�

The combination of Eqs. �2�, �4�–�6�, �13�, and �14�
leads to a full description of the electrochemical boundary
conditions in nanochannels. The solution process is as fol-
lows: �i� calculate the initial boundaries ��0 and �0� using
Eqs. �2� and �4� through iterations by assuming nb=n�; �ii�
solve the PB equation, Eq. �5�, using the initial boundary
condition ��0 or �0� to obtain the effective bulk concentration
nb based on Eqs. �13� and �14�; and �iii� substitute nb into
Eqs. �2� and �4� and solve for the final boundary conditions
�� and �� through another iteration process. The electro-

chemical boundary conditions are solved out in the MATLAB

software.33

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After the electrochemical boundary conditions are calcu-
lated, the governing Eqs. �1�–�4� are solved numerically by a
lattice PB framework34–36 in a two -dimensional long straight
nanochannel. The lattice PB method can be regarded as a
highly efficient solver for the strongly nonlinear equations
governing the multiphysical electrokinetic transport.34 Un-
like conventional computational methods for differential
equations, the lattice evolution method solves the governing
equations by tracking the distribution functions of particle
packets on lattices.37 The lattice PB framework includes an
electric potential evolution method on discrete lattices to
solve the nonlinear PB equation and a density evolution
method on the same set of discrete lattices to solve the
Navier–Stokes equations and has been validated with ana-
lytical solutions and experimental data for micro- and nano-
scale electrokinetic flows.34,35,38 This framework is very easy
to extend to three dimensional and parallel computations.

In the present work, we consider a special case of a KCl
solution flow in a long silica nanofluidic channel. For such a
case, we use the nonslip model at the silica surfaces as the
hydrodynamic boundary condition. Although the slip bound-
aries have been adopted by some recent researchers39 and
have shown significant effects on ion transport in nanochan-
nels, a careful molecular study showed that the hydrody-
namic boundary condition, slip or not, depended on the mo-
lecular interactions between fluid and solid and the channel
size.40 For the dilute solution in silica nanochannels consid-
ered in this work �h3 nm�, the nonslip boundary condition
is still valid very well.21,41

A 200�200 lattice system is used for most cases, and
the lattices are refined when necessary, ensuring the lattice
size smaller than one third of the Debye length ��−1� for
acceptable numerical accuracy. When the Debye length is
smaller than 3% of the channel width, it satisfies the “thin
layer” hypothesis, and the electrokinetic transport is simply
calculated based on the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski model.2

The fluid properties, if not specified, are �
=999.9 kg /m3, �r�0=6.95�10−10 C2 /J m, 	=0.889
mPa s, DK+ =1.96�10−9 m2 /s, and DCl− =2.03
�10−9 m2 /s.36,42 The electrochemical properties of silica
surfaces are �=8 nm−2, pK=7.9 and C=2.9 F /m2 from
Ref. 22. Although the fluid electrical conductivity �
0� de-
pends on the ionic concentration and mobility and the tem-
perature as well,12,43 and the surface conductivity �
s� may
vary with the surface charge density,44 we use the constants

0 and 
s for simplification in this work: 
0=1.42
�10−3 �−1 m−1 and 
s=1.64�10−9 �−1.34,45

A. Ionic concentration effects

The ionic concentration effects on the electroviscosity in
nanochannels have been studied much using either constant
zeta potential or constant boundary conditions. As stated
above, the ionic concentration influences not only the zeta
potential and surface charge density on solid surfaces but
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also the double layer interactions in the channel and there-
fore changes the electrokinetic transport properties. Figure 1
shows the normalized electroviscosity as a function of ionic
concentration resulted from different models for a 50 nm
high channel. We use pH=8 and T=293 K for the present
model, �=−10 mC /m2 for the constant � model, and �
=−100 mV for the constant � model in the simulations. The
results indicate that the constant � model over-rates the elec-
troviscous effect a little at very high ionic concentrations
�n��10−2M� but under-rates significantly the effect at low
concentrations �n��10−3M�. The reason lies in the enriched
ionic concentration by the interacting double layers at low
concentrations. Different from the results of the constant �
model, which decrease with the ionic concentration mono-
tonically, nearly constant at the low concentration region
�n��10−4M� and decreasing slowly at the high concentra-
tion region �n��10−3M�, the present model has a concentra-
tion at around n�=10−2M, leading to the maximum electro-
viscosity for this case. If we vary the channel height, we find
that the maximum electroviscosity increases, but the critical
ionic concentration value decreases with the channel height,
as shown in Fig. 2. When the channel height h=5 nm, the
maximum effective viscosity is 60% higher than normal,

caused by the electroviscous effect. For a very high ionic
concentration �n��1M�, a smaller channel height leads to a
higher electroviscosity, while for a very low concentration
�n��10−4M�, there is a critical channel height that results in
the highest electroviscosity.

B. Channel height effect

Figure 3 compares the electroviscous effects as a func-
tion of channel height �3500 nm� from different models at
a given ionic concentration of n�=10−4M, where the other
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1. When the channel
height is comparable to or even smaller than the double layer
thickness, the interaction of double layers will enrich the
bulk ionic concentration, which is considered only in the
present model. Therefore both the constant � and constant �
models under-rate the electroviscous effect significantly for
very small channel size �h�50 nm�. Each model predicts
one channel height that maximizes the electroviscosity for
the given ionic concentration. For the currently given con-
centration at n�=10−4M, the critical channel height predicted
by the present model is about 10 nm, while those by the
constant � and � models are one order of magnitude higher.
Figure 4 thus shows the electroviscous effect varying with
the channel height for four different concentrations. The re-

FIG. 1. Electroviscous effect varying with ionic concentration in a channel
at h=50 nm for different boundary conditions. 	app denotes the apparent
viscosity of the electrolyte flow in nanochannels and 	0 the fluid viscosity
with no ions.

FIG. 2. Electroviscous effect varying with ionic concentration for four dif-
ferent channel heights.

FIG. 3. Electroviscous effect varying with channel height for different mod-
els at n�=10−4M. The other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Electroviscous effect as a function of channel height for four differ-
ent ionic concentrations.
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sults indicate that the critical channel height that maximizes
the electroviscosity increases as the ionic concentration de-
creases from 10−3M to 10−6M. When the electrolyte is very
dilute �n�=10−6M�, the maximum apparent viscosity �	app�
is about 18% higher than the reference viscosity �	0� at a
channel height of h�30 nm.

C. pH value effect

The pH value effects on the electroviscosity in
nanochannels have seldom been reported in previous studies.
Since the pH of electrolyte solutions influences the surface
charge status, it will therefore affect the electroviscous effect.
Figure 5 shows the variation in normalized electroviscosity
with the pH value at n�=10−4M, h=20 nm, and T=293 K.
The results indicate that the electroviscosity increases slowly
when pH�7 and sharply otherwise with the pH value. For
the current given parameters, the apparent viscosity at pH
=8 is 30% higher than that at pH=6.

D. Temperature effect

The environmental temperature effect is also studied in
this work. Figure 6 shows the normalized electroviscosity
changing with the temperature at n�=10−4M, h=20 nm, and
pH=8 when the temperature varies from 280 to 320 K. We

use constant fluid properties in this simulation. The results
indicate that the electroviscous effect is nearly proportional
to the temperature. If the variable properties of fluid and ions
were used, the electroviscous effect might be weakened be-
cause the fluid viscosity decreases with the temperature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The electroviscous effects in nanofluidic channels have
been systematically studied using a triple layer model and a
numerical framework. A chemical dissociation layer is intro-
duced at solid-liquid interfaces to bridge the surface charge
condition with the local properties of both solid surfaces and
the ionic liquid. The electrokinetic transport is solved in the
electrical double layers by the lattice PB framework. The
electroviscous effects in nanofluidic channels are therefore
calculated for various cases. The results indicate that there is
an ionic concentration leading to the maximum electrovis-
cosity for given channel height, pH value, and environmental
temperature. For a very high ionic concentration �n��1M�,
a smaller channel height leads to a higher electroviscosity.
When the bulk ionic concentration is low, such as from
10−6M to 10−3M, there is a critical channel height that results
in the highest electroviscosity for a given ionic concentra-
tion. The highest electroviscosity will increase, but the criti-
cal height will decrease with the ionic concentration. The
electroviscosity increases with the pH value of electrolyte
solutions slowly when pH�7 and sharply otherwise. The
electroviscous effect is nearly proportional to the environ-
mental temperature. The present investigations may help to
improve the understanding of the electrokinetic transport
mechanism in nanochannels and to develop new designs and
optimize nanofluidic devices.
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